Program Notables:
- Average 70 students in our program yearly
- Added Zoology as a new degree to our program in June 2019
- Program provides students with a safe, comfortable environment for studying, collaborating, and relaxing, that aids in retention and establishing close connections to peers, faculty, and staff.

Graduate Information:
21 Graduates,
- 1 in PhD program at Duke
- 1 working in content-related career
- 19 currently teaching
- 17/19 currently teaching in Oklahoma
14 projected to graduate in Spring 2020

New Recruitment:
- Recruit from Oklahoma community colleges
- Expand recruitment into high schools with Future Teacher programs
- Continued recruitment to expand diversity in education

Student Commentary:
“I want to develop a love of learning in my students like my teachers instilled in me.”
Syracuse Hutchison – Math Senior

“I fell in love with the OSUTeach program because I had the chance to be in the classroom from my very first semester.”
Lillan Forth – Math, Senior

“My teachers in high school were some of the most influential people in my life, and I am striving to be that person for the next generation of students.”
Shane Hohn – Biology, Senior

“I discovered my passion for research when I joined the Environmental Ecology lab last year. I am currently developing a 7-week long high school biology lesson over this study. I plan to submit the article for publication soon.”
Medin Kant – Biology Senior

“This program helps me broaden my career opportunities and have better job security.”
Wyatt McCoy – Math, Junior

“OSU Teach has provided me internship positions where I was responsible for implementing STEM lessons.”
Jessie Van Emburg – Math, Senior